
Woven bracelet made from Rocailles beads
Instructions No. 584
 Difficulty: Advanced

Along with pottery, this Weaving is one of the oldest crafts of mankind. Already in ancient Egypt, garments were woven. Whereas in the past, fabrics were
almost exclusively produced on large looms, hand weaving is mostly practised as a craft in the 21st century. With unusual material mixes, creative individual
pieces with a special aura are created.
A special genre is jewellery weaving. On a pearl weaving frame, shiny Rocailles pearls are used to create a summery look Bracelet, that is guaranteed to attract
attention.

Here's how it works  

For an approx. 4 cm wide Bracelet stretch 28 warp threads onto the bead weaving frame. Cut off a
Perlon thread as long as possible and knot it on the left outer edge of the warp threads. If the thread
should run out on Weaving , knot it on the right outer warp thread and start with a new Perlon thread,
which is knotted on the left warp thread.

Next, measure the circumference of the wrist with a tape measure and make a corresponding mark on
the warp threads. Now thread 29 rocailles for each row according to the pattern and press them up
under the warp threads with the index finger of the left hand so that the rocailles are between the warp
threads 

Then thread from the right side with the bead-raising needle over the warp threads through the beads. In
this way weave the entire Bracelet according to the pattern. When the mark is reached, knot the weaving
thread on the right outer edge of the warp threads.

Remove the finished Bracelet from Weaving frame On one side of the bracelet, divide the warp threads
into two halves, making a knot in each half. Then knot both halves with a double knot, including a lobster
clasp. Now shorten the remaining warp threads up to the knot. On the other side of the bracelet knot all
warp threads together, then cut off 1 cm before the knot 

Finally fasten a connecting cap with a strip at the end of the warp threads.

Article number Article name Qty
574518-01 Delica Rocailles, Ø 2 mmSnow White 1
574518-26 Delica Rocailles, Ø 2 mmLight blue 1
574518-31 Delica Rocailles, Ø 2 mmLight green 1
574518-89 Delica Rocailles, Ø 2 mmSilver coloured 1
642378 Pearl stringing yarn, Ø 0.5 mm, white 1
671262 Pearl stringing needle, 11,4 cm 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
360364 Measuring tape, 150 cm 1
671293-02 VBS Ring, Ø 5 mm, 150 piecesSilver coloured 1
670982-02 Carabine closureSilver coloured 1

Article information:



670951-02 Connection cap, 8x3mm, 8 piecesSilver-Plated 1
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